
Atomic Physics

Helium and two-electron atoms
Part 2



1. The rich cowboy on the white horse always says “Hi, Yo Ag.
2. Hg is a brand of automobile.
3. A prisoner who is always fooling around is known as a Si.
4. After many failures, Edison still B.
5. Two nickels are worth Sn cents.
6. What do I make a week? Fe $200 per week.
7. If you get robbed, call a Cu.
8. A female relative whose name spells dollars Sb.
9. If you fail to do your school work, your marks will S or Zn.
10. When he contracted a disease, the doctor said he could Cm.
11. When he broke his leg the doctor said he could He.
12. If no one answers the door, surely they Ar.
13. If you catch a robber in the act use your Ne him.
14. The fat man carefully Kr the thin ice.
15. I bought a new horse the other day and Rh home.
16. We’ve come to praise Cs not Ba.
17. If you’ve been bad, St. Ni will skip your house at Xmas.
18. An Olympic slogan is “Go for the Au”
19. The nosy couple were asked mind their own Bi.
20. The rebels conducted a Rn the supply store.

Elements of the Periodic Table



General form of the electrostatic 
interaction in 2-electron atoms

1st order energy change is (where K=1/4ε0)

Using the symmetrized 
wavefunctions

which becomes

And expanding..
- To make everything central



The Slater Integrals
From the properties of spherical harmonics, there are only small numbers of 
terms surviving the ANGULAR integrals – basically the triangle rule for 
angular momentum addition.

Hence, this infinite sum has only a few (1-4) terms for each given SLJ-state:

Each term is a direct or exchange integral,    E = ∑(k) ( fkFk ± gkGk)     
Where the factor k=0, 1, 2, etc
NB the superscripts are not powers, the fk and gk are the angular integrals



Generalizing the spin-orbit interactions
In hydrogen, we found

In a general potential V
(let ge = 2)

Define the radial part:

And the angular part is

The difference in spin-orbit energies of 2 levels
is 2l+1, so we introduce a spin orbit parameter ζ



Example of an sp configuration 
(e.g. helium 1s2p or nsnp)

Add the (mainly from exchange) electrostatic interactions and the spin-orbit 
interactions.  

E = E0 + ∑(k) ( akFk + bkGk)  + ∑(i) ζi

Where the summations are taken over all states within a given configuration. 

Note that for light atoms (e.g. helium) the spin-orbit 
corrections are much smaller than the electrostatic exchange energies  -
DISCUSS

For heavier atoms this becomes less so –
let’s look at the example of the nsnp configurations
1. How many states are there?
2. How do we label them – spectroscopically.
3. How many terms are there in the above summations?



Solutions for the nsnp configurations
Only terms (parameters) are F0, G1 and ζ(l=1)
Define Fk, Gk = Fk/Dk, Gk/Dk
Then D0 = 1, and D1 = 3;  
and F0 = E0 (same for all states of the configuration).

Note the off-diagonal matrix element between the two J=1 states of the 
spin-orbit interaction – if the electrostatic energy gap (G1) between these 
two states is large, then this interaction can be neglected.

OK for light atoms like helium, but not for heavy atoms….



Define x = (3ζp/4)/{G1 + 3ζp/4}        y = (E – E0 + ζp/4)/{G1 + 3ζp/4} 

(x is the fractional S-O part,  y is a revised energy scale)

Notes:
1. in light atoms, singlets

and triplets are far 
apart;

2. in heavy atoms, we see 
2 doublets;

3. sp and sp5 (1 electron, 
1 hole) configurations 
behave similarly;

4. We need a different 
coupling scheme to 
describe the heavier 
atoms.

The “jj coupling scheme”



Energy level diagram of Beryllium

??
The Same?

Different?

Why is it different?

How is it different?



Energy level diagram of Beryllium

Notes:
1. Similar to He

BUT
Differences from He
1. No deep ground 

state.
(IP is small)

2. Singlets & triplets

3. “Displaced terms”



The Angular integrals of the 
Electrostatic interaction

We need to evaluate:

giving

Where Ck are Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, and {…} are 6-j symbols

… and the (….) is a 3-j symbol

The results are whole numbers or simple fractions for each fk, gk.



Other states in helium??
We have said all helium states are of the type  1snl 1,3LJ

with J=L for singlets, J = L-1, L, L+1 for triplets

If we excite the “core electron”  we get “displaced terms”  
(seen in Be)

or “doubly-excited” states…..

Questions:
1. Where are these states in the energy level diagram for helium
2. Do they exist, and/or have they been seen?
3. What happens in a 3-electron system (lithium, etc)
4. What happens in a 4- electron system (beryllium, etc)



Madden and Codling, Phys. Rev. Letters 10, 516 (1963)



Autoionization Continuum states, 
Consider the autoionization process as an internal re-arrangement of the 
atomic wavefunction, with no change of energy, angular momentum or spin:

Then (a) no changes in overall quantum numbers can occur (b) it is not a 
single electron process. Thus, the total angular momentum and parity do not 
change ΔJ = 0 Δπ = 0

and in L-S coupling where L and S are good quantum numbers ΔL=ΔS = 0 
Breakdowns in LS coupling -> low rates of electron emission (could compete 
with normal radiative processes)

Quantum character of continuum states
E.g. in helium,    s, d.. Continua have even parity, 

p, f …Continua have odd parity.

The reverse process of radiationless capture (important in astrophysics)

Helium example…



Overview of ALL helium energy levels



Follow-up theory paper – a classic:
Phys. Rev. Lett. 10, 518( 1963)

The lowest doubly-excited state can be 
2s2p or 2p2s  singlet or triplet state.
Hence use a linear combination..

Dominance of 1/r12 interaction

Considering only the 1P states:
(photons couple only from 1S to 1P states)

An important physical picture of the 
wavefunctions.



Helium states which do not decay 
to the ground state

(a) States which decay 
to singly-excited states:

(vacuum uv transitions
30 nm region)
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An Example Experimental Arrangement



(b)  Transitions between doubly-excited states of helium: near uv region.
Brooks & Pinnington, Phys. Rev. A22  529 (1980)



In lithium, once one electron is excited from the 1s shell, all 3 
electrons can have their spins aligned!

-> stable quartet states…

Can you write down and 
justify which states are 
likely to be stable?
(doublets & quartets!)



Examples 
of observed
transitions….



1 - Isoelectronic sequences – Helium, lithium

2 - Negative lithium

3 - Methods of excitation……

4 – Lifetimes…….(by photon, electron emission)

5 – Other alkali isoelectronic sequences







The ONLY light ever observed from a negative ion



All are  4-electron atoms



How to excite highly excited states

1st impact - >  excites (or ionizes) one electron
2nd impact - > excites (or ionizes) one electron
3rd impact…..

Between impacts, the excited state might decay to the ground state

What happens for fast ions in solids?
What happens in EBIT?



4 – Lifetimes…….(by photon, electron emission)

Auger electrons – almost always E1 transitions





Differential metastability of fine structure levels





Comparison of expt and theory for fine structure



Note:
Spin-orbit, spin-other 
orbit and spin-spin 
magnetic interactions 
all important –

Thus, NOT
Lande intervals…



Note 
J=5/2 mixes with
1s2p2 2D5/2 
continuum which
(autoionizes
rapidly)



Sodium ground state 1s22s22p6 3s
Excite one 2p electron to n=3 shell  and higher…  ->  quartet states 

What are the lowest quartet states?  Are they stable?




